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HOW TO GET TO LANANAI              

GPS coordinates 

Latitude,   Longitude 

39.325600,   9.509303  

+39° 19' 32.16'',   +9° 30' 33.49'' 

 

From ELMAS AIRPORT  (65 km, 1 h) 

 

From the airport follow the signs for CAGLIARI and get to the SS130 road. 

On SS130 follow the signs to QUARTU S.E./VILLASIMIUS and enter the SS554 road. 

Drive in SS554 and follow directions to MURAVERA. Drive in the SS125 for about 45 km. 

Then turn right, taking the MURAVERA/OLIA SPECIOSA exit (SP20 road). In the SP20 

road follow the signs to S.PRIAMO and drive for about 7 km. 

Then you will have arrived at a crossroads with a white house in front of you. In the 

crossroads you will find two signs: Tuerra I and Loc. Monte Porceddus. Follow the second one 

through a street lined with trees of prickly pear. 

Drive for about 1.8 km away .....  You have arrived! On the right you can see LANANAI. 
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From OLBIA (240 km, 3h) 

 

OLBIA-LANANAI road 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SP20 road SAN PRIAMO-LANANAI 

 

From OLBIA follow the signs for NUORO, then to LANUSEI. 

From LANUSEI follow the signs for CARDEDU, then TERTENIA/CAGLIARI, then 

VILLAPUTZU/CAGLIARI (SS125var road). 

In the SS125var turn right, taking the SAN PRIAMO exit (junction with SP20) 

After passing through the SAN PRIAMO village turn to the right, following the sign for 

VILLASIMIUS/CASTIADAS (SP20 road). 

After 4,5 km you will arrive at a crossroads where you can find the following signs: Loc. Tuerra 

I and Loc. Monte Porceddus. Follow the second one through a street lined with trees of prickly 

pear. 
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Drive for about 1.8 km away .....  You have arrived! On the right you can see the house... 


